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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of Information Paper
This Information Paper on the Smart Metering Project Phase 1 has been
prepared by CER with the purpose of providing public information on the project
& its progress.
This paper is a follow up to the initial information paper published by CER on 6th
February 2009 (CER/09/024). That initial information paper outlined the
background to the project, project governance structure, project deliverables &
gave an update on progress of the deliverables as at end of 2008.
This Information Paper gives an update on progress of the deliverables as at
beginning of July 2009.

1.2 Background to Smart Metering Project
The Commission established the Smart Metering Project Phase 1 in late 2007
with the objective of setting up & running Smart Metering Trials & completing
other preparation work that will inform decisions relating to the full rollout of an
optimally designed universal Smart Metering Project that will embrace all aspects
of Smart Metering relevant to the Irish energy market.
In order to draw on the experience and expertise of the electricity and gas market
a Steering Group and a Working Group was established by the Commission for
the Smart Metering Project Phase 1. Both groups are chaired by the Commission
and consist of representatives from the Department of Communications, Energy
& Natural Resources (DCENR), Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI), the Northern
Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation (NIAUR) and Irish Gas & Electricity
Industry Participants.
The illustrations on the next page depict the Project Governance structure & all
the Project participants.
For further details on project background & governance please refer to the CER
Smart Metering Information Paper published in February 20091.

1

Smart Metering Project Phase 1 Information Paper (CER/09/024) – 6th Feb 2009
www.cer.ie/en/information-centre-reports-and-publications.aspx
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Smart Metering Project Phase 1 – Governance Structure
Smart Metering
Steering Group
CER

Smart Metering
Working Group
CER

Tariffs
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Billing–Data
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Networks
Work Stream

Customer
Behaviour
Work Stream

Smart Metering Project Phase 1 – Participants
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2 Smart Metering Project Phase 1 Progress Update
The key deliverables of the Smart Metering Project are depicted in the diagram
below:
High-Level Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for Smart Metering Project

The progress made in achieving these deliverables is summarised in the table
below & detailed in the sections that follow.
Overall, progress has been very positive with the key milestone being achieved
of having successfully completed the key activities required for the beginning of
the electricity customer behaviour trial (CBT) benchmark data collection period
on 1st July 2009 i.e. customer recruitment & meter installation.
Another highlight is the successful scoping & planning of the gas CBT, the
implementation of which began in June 2009 with beginning of the customer
recruitment process.
Summary Progress Update for Smart Metering Project Phase 1

Electricity CBT

Recruitment & Installation Complete

Gas CBT

Recruitment & Procurement underway

Technology Trials

DLC & RF Trials initiating

Prepayments

“Thin Meter” Trial Planned

Micro-Generation

Data collection only

Cost Benefit Analysis

Scoped & Planned
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2.1 Electricity Customer Behaviour Trials (CBTs)
2.1.1 Overview
•

•
•

The overall objective of the Electricity CBTs is to ascertain the potential for
smart metering enabled energy efficiency initiatives to effect measurable
change in consumer behaviour in terms of reductions in peak electricity
demand & overall energy use.
The CBTs focus on Residential & SME (small-to-medium enterprise)
electricity consumers.
The CBTs have been designed to ensure that statistically robust results will
be produced that will give an accurate indication of what would be expected in
a national smart metering roll-out scenario and the results will thus inform the
Smart Metering Cost Benefit Analysis. Customers participating in the CBTs
will be allocated to “control” groups & “test” groups. Various energy efficiency
initiatives enabled by Smart Metering will be introduced to the “test” groups.
These initiatives will take the form of:
o Price signals that will encourage customers to transfer some of their
electricity usage away from times of the day when demand for
electricity is at its peak i.e. Time of Use (ToU) Tariffs.
o Enhanced & more frequent information on electricity usage & costs for
customers – via Billing, Web & Dynamic Display units – so as to
enable self regulation of electricity consumption.
o Financial incentives that will encourage customers to reduce their
overall electricity usage by rewarding them for achieving targets for
percentage reduction in their usage i.e. overall load reduction (OLR)
incentives.

2.1.2 Customer Recruitment & Communications
2.1.2.1 Summary
• Phased Letter Invitations began in September 2008 – random selection
opt-in approach adopted to ensure representative customer sample for
trial
• Excellent customer response rates to invites (35% acceptance)
• Recruitment was completed in June 2009 of all 6,139 customers required
(5,375 residential & 764 SME).
• Refer to Appendices 1 & 2 for copies of the recruitment materials (Invite
Letter & FAQ leaflet)
2.1.2.2 Customer Representivity
• A representative sample of electricity customers have been successfully
recruited as part of the Electricity CBT.
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•

The graph below shows that the recruited set of residential customers (in
red) is approximately representative across mass of population of
residential electricity customers in terms of amount of electricity usage.

•

The Urban/rural split among recruited set of residential customers (69%
urban, 31% rural) is close to the entire population (67% urban, 33% rural).
At a county level, there is some expected minor variation. However,
overall the distribution is sufficiently close to assumption that the final
distribution will be adequate for analytic purposes – graph below illustrates
that the recruited set of residential customers (in red) are approximately
representative across the geographic spread (by county) of the mass of
population.

•

2.1.3 Meter Installation
•

•
•

ESB Networks (ESBN) used smart meters from Elster that have GPRS
communications built in. In addition an IT system from Energy ICT was
installed by ESBN. This system remotely manages the meters and collects
and manages their data.
Smart meter installations started Dec 2008.
All meters successfully installed by end-June 2009.
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•

•

Data collection system is performing well and the secure channels to
provide data from this system to electricity suppliers are now in place. Half
hourly profile data is being collected by this system every day for each
customer.
Data protection is always a key consideration in the design of any systems
that will have customer information. The operation of the system complies
with all legal data protection requirements. In addition the systems are
designed in accordance with best international IT security practices to
prevent unauthorised access from third parties.

2.1.4 Development of Energy Efficiency Initiatives
2.1.4.1 Time of Use Tariffs
Smart metering facilitates new types of electricity pricing that will encourage
customers to transfer some of their electricity usage away from times of the day
when demand for electricity is at its peak i.e. Time of Use Tariffs. Instead of one
price per unit (which most customers pay at the moment), there will be three
different prices, depending on the time of day you use electricity. For the
purposes of the CBT these time bands have been defined as follows:
Price
Peak Rate
Night Rate
Day Rate

Time
5pm to 7pm (Monday to Friday, excluding Public Holidays)
11pm to 8am every night
All other times

The Peak Rate will be the
highest and the Night Rate
will be the cheapest. Peak
Rate is when electricity
demand is at its highest,
resulting in more expensive
generation sources being
used to meet demand, this in
turn generates higher carbon
emissions and electricity is
therefore more expensive
during
these
times.
If
customers cut down or move
some of their electricity usage
outside of these peak hours,
they could save money and
reduce
their
carbon
emissions.
On the right is a sample graphic illustrating the Time of Use bands, which will be
included in communication materials to trial participants.
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The actual prices to be used in the CBT will be calculated based on the
prevailing standard residential tariff as at 1st October 2009. The CER is currently
working with the electricity industry via the Smart Metering forums to agree
methodology & principles to be used in calculating the Time of Use Tariff prices.
2.1.4.2 Smart Billing
The electricity CBT will test the effectiveness of enhanced & more frequent
information on electricity usage & costs for customers via billing so as to better
enable self regulation of electricity consumption. Market research has been
conducted with Residential & SME electricity customers in order to assist in the
development of the more detailed electricity billing that smart metering can
facilitate.

i.
Residential Customers
The first step was to understand “the learning journey” from a customer
perspective and its implications on how Smart Bills should be designed for the
trial. The diagram below outlines the three phases of this learning journey:

The learning journey



Sustainable energy reduction requires
a transition from passive acceptance
of the bill to engaged and effective
behaviour change.



There are three phases in this journey




50% of participants are at stage 1, 30% at
stage 2 and 20% at stage 3.



1. Just pay the bill
Cost is outside of
my control.



2. What can I do?
Understand the
objective.

Understanding this journey is central


Customers at different stages of the
journey have different needs.


3. How did I do?
Actively engaged in
usage reduction.
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Understanding the attitudes of customers at the different stages of the journey is
key to understanding how, using smart billing, they can be supported in
transitioning through the stages to becoming actively engaged in energy
efficiency. The diagram below gives a broad overview of attitudes of customers
at each of the 3 stages:

The learning journey














Little knowledge about appliances use.
Perceive small discretionary use and little
opportunity to shift usage.
Limited interest in “small” savings.
Believe they have already done much but concerned
about lack of results.

Understand the desirability of the objective
Accept that in principle they could reduce usage
Have limited knowledge to effect behaviour change

Focus is on the impact of activities undertaken.
Want to understand how their behaviour change
impacts on the bill
And learn how to improve the impact of their
changes
Have enough knowledge to ‘adjust’ for seasonality

1. Just pay the bill
 Cost is outside of
my control.





2. What can I do?
Understand the
objective.

3. How did I do?
Actively engaged in
usage reduction.

With an understanding of the diverse customer attitudes at the different stages
the challenge was then to design a Smart Bill that will balance the needs of all
customers in supporting their transition to Stage 3 (highly engaged) & keeping
them there – the illustration over page summarises market research findings in
this respect:
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Supporting the journey


The objective is to support the customer
transitioning






1. Just pay the bill
Raise awareness of the
opportunity to reduce the bill.



2. What can I do?
Advise and support customer
in planning change

Once at stage 3, objective is to retain
customer in stage 3

Constraint is that there can only be one
type of detailed bill.




Therefore the bill must be constructed to
balance the needs of each group.

Research confirms that bill design has
characteristics quickly detected by
participants.




Informational formats may support
customers at current stage but not
transition to the next stage
Motivational formats are quickly
accepted

3. How did I do last month?
 Provide feedback on the
impact of changes
undertaken.

Residential customer requirements for smart billing derived from these Focus
Group sessions included:
•
•
•
•
•

Detailed information on their electricity consumption and costs in each of
the relevant time of use bands.
Actionable information to promote energy reduction e.g. appliance
comparison
Customised energy cost based hints and tips supported with slogans e.g.
Using dishwasher at day time rates saves €X.
Motivational information which recognises effort and results e.g. how
much you saved.
Data that is clearly presented and easy to interpret and can immediately
identify scope for further change.

Various Smart Billing options were designed on the basis of the findings outlined
above from market research. These Smart Billing options were put into focus
group research with customers & the final version has been agreed. ESB
Customer Supply is currently working on developing the systems to produce
Smart Billing for the Residential Electricity CBT.
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ii.
SME Customers
Similar market research was conducted with SME (small-to-medium enterprises)
customers, which revealed their attitudes in relation to energy efficiency & thus
the challenges involved in supporting transitioning them along the learning
journey to active engagement – summarized in diagram below:

The challenge: Leaping the chasm


SME’s appear to be
embedded in current
energy usage behaviours.



These behaviours arise
from and are supported
by the context that SME's
operate within.



This makes initial
engagement with usage
reduction much harder.



Represents 80%+ of
SME’s



However, once engaged,
SME’s are typically
capable of making
required changes and
willing to make
fundamental changes.



SME’s are cost and
control focused in other
aspects of their business
dealings and are
therefore equipped to
bring these skills to bear
on energy management



Represents 20% of
SME’s

SME customer requirements for Smart Billing derived from these Focus Group
sessions included:
• Multiple information-rich displays that are financially driven, clearly
presented and easy to interpret.
• Comparisons that enable action and are both recent and meaningful e.g.
average weekly usage by time band.
• Customised interpretation relevant to their business e.g. you use most
peak electricity on .....
• Motivational information which reinforces the possibility of energy
reduction in a business environment e.g. 22% of SME’s have successfully
reduced ......
• Direction to Website for more detailed analysis or download of data for the
highly engaged.
Various Smart Billing options were designed on the basis of the market research
findings outlined above. These Smart Billing options were put into focus group
research with customers & the final version has been agreed. ESB Customer
CER Information Paper 2: Smart Metering Project Phase 1 (CER/09/118)
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Supply & Bord Gáis Energy Supply are currently working on developing the
systems to produce Smart Billing for the SME Electricity CBT.
2.1.4.3 Smart Web
The Smart Web Access application will provide online access for a subset of
Residential & SME customers on the trial to view their consumption & costs in
various graphical & tabular formats. The screenshot below illustrates an example
of what a Smart Web view might look like.

Account
Overview
Select View:

View Bill

Daily

View
Statement
Weekly

Cost &
Consumption
Monthly

Cost (Euro)

Peer
Comparison
6

Year to Date

Cost & Consumption Summary

5.00
4.50

Euro

Cost & Consumption Summary – Detailed table
2.50

The Web has been identified as a key channel through which to communicate
smart metering enabled detailed electricity usage & cost information to SME
Multi-site customers in particular. Many SME Multi-site businesses have specific
staff with Energy Cost Management responsibilities who can analyse such
information & act on it to implement energy efficiencies & make cost savings for
their businesses. Thus a group of SME Multi-site customers of ESB Independent
Energy (ESBIE), who are broadly representative of the different business
sectors, have been engaged to participate in case study trials which will test the
effectiveness of such a Smart Web offering for SME Multi-sites.
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2.1.4.4 Dynamic Display Unit
The design requirements for a dynamic display unit (also referred to as an InHome Display or IHD) have been agreed. ESB Networks are working with Elster
to ensure a “best of breed” IHD to best meet the requirements of customers will
be delivered.
The dynamic display unit will be trialed with a subset of Residential & SME Trial
customers, & will give them real-time & historical information on their electricity
usage & costs. The default screen for the dynamic display unit is the key screen
that the Customer will always see when the device is plugged in and switched
on. Refer to the illustration below for an example of what the default screen for
the dynamic display unit might look like (tariffs & costs featured are for illustrative
purposes only). This Screen shows the:
•
•
•
•

Current Cost per hour based on current usage – similar to the Clip-on
types.
Tariff and colour code for each Time of Use band.
Daily Budget amount set by the customer and the ongoing expenditure
during the day against this target including a warning when the cost is
exceeded.
Costs this month so far.

The customer will be able to view additional information on their electricity usage
& cost by navigating through additional screens “behind” the Default Screen.
2.1.4.5 Overall Load Reduction Incentives
As part of the trial a subset of customer will take part in a test of the effectiveness
of overall load reduction (OLR) incentives. These are financial incentives that will
encourage customers to reduce their overall electricity usage by rewarding them
for achieving targets for percentage reduction in their usage i.e. overall load
reduction (OLR) incentives.
CER Information Paper 2: Smart Metering Project Phase 1 (CER/09/118)
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Individualised percentage targets for demand reduction will form the basis of the
OLR incentives – with financial rewards for customers who achieve & surpass
their targets. In effect, there are two rewards available to motivate customers to
change their electricity consumption – a lower bill as a result of reduced usage
plus a reward for achieving the target. Customers testing this initiative will be
communicated to with their demand reduction target at the beginning of the trial
& receive feedback on progress towards their target via information on their
Smart Bills.

2.1.5 Electricity CBT Timeline
•

Jul-Dec 2009: 6mth Benchmark Period began 1st July 2009 - collect
current electricity usage data for trial customers before the Smart Metering
enabled energy efficiency initiatives are introduced.

•

Jan-Dec 2010: 12mth Test Period will begin on 1st January 2010 measure electricity usage after the introduction of the Smart Metering
enabled energy efficiency initiatives.

•

Feb 2011: Findings Report - understand effect of the Smart Metering
enabled energy efficiency initiatives on customer usage via quantitative
analysis of the electricity usage data by Statisticians & results of
qualitative analysis by Market Researchers (e.g. surveys of trial
customers).
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2.2 Gas Customer Behaviour Trials (CBTs)
2.2.1 Overview
•
•
•

•

The overall objective of the Gas CBTs is to ascertain the potential for smart
metering enabled energy efficiency initiatives to effect measurable change in
consumer behaviour in terms of reductions in overall energy use.
The CBTs focus on Residential & SME (small-to-medium enterprise) gas
consumers.
The CBTs have been designed to ensure that statistically robust results will
be produced that will give an accurate indication of what would be expected in
a national smart metering roll-out scenario and the results will thus inform the
Smart Metering Cost Benefit Analysis. Customers participating in the CBTs
will be allocated to “control” groups & “test” groups.
Up to 2,000 smart meters will be installed for the gas trials:
o The majority of these will be used for an “experimental” trial with
Residential customers.
o A small subset of the meters will be used for Gas SME case studies –
to supplement results from other international SME trials, particularly in
Britain.

2.2.2 Customer Recruitment
•
•
•

Recruitment materials have been developed & a random selection invite
process will be undertaken, similar to Electricity CBT, to ensure a
representative sample of customers participate in the Gas CBTs.
Residential Recruitment will start in early-August 2009 with the mailing of the
first invites.
It is hoped that recruitment can be completed by end September 2009,
depending on response rates.

2.2.3 Meter Installation
•

•

After an extensive tendering process, Bord Gáis Networks, at the time of
writing, is in the process of making contract awards to vendors who will
provide the following products and services for the Residential Gas CBT.
o Smart gas meter
o In-home communications hub
o Metering head-end and data management service
o In-home Display unit
Smart Meter installations are due to commence in Sept 2009 subject to
technology integration schedules to be agreed with the selected vendors and
successful evaluation/demonstration of the selected technologies.
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2.2.4 Development of Energy Efficiency Initiatives
•

•

Various energy efficiency initiatives enabled by Smart Metering will be
introduced to the “test” groups. These initiatives will take the form of:
o Enhanced & more frequent information on gas usage & costs for
customers – via Billing, Web & Dynamic Display units – so as to
enable self regulation of gas consumption.
o New tariffs that may encourage more energy efficient usage of gas.
Development of the energy efficiency initiatives is being progressed by the
Smart Metering industry work streams.

2.2.5 Proposed Gas CBT Timeline
•
•
•
•

With all meters installed by end-Nov 2009, a 6mth Benchmark data
collection period will occur from 1st Dec 2009 to 31st May 2010.
Smart Metering enabled energy efficiency initiatives will be introduced
from the 1st June 2010 with the 12mth test period due to conclude on 31st
May 2011.
A checkpoint will be taken in early 2011 to integrate preliminary results
from the Gas CBT into the Smart Metering Cost Benefit Analysis to be
completed at end of Q1 2011.
It is envisaged that the full results of the gas trials could be included in an
addendum to the CBA in Q3 2011.
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2.3 Technology Trials
Smart metering is a new and immature technology. In addition, Ireland has
unique issues in terms of settlement patterns compared to the rest of Europe.
Technology trials were deemed necessary to establish the maturity and likely
level of performance of different communications technologies in the Irish
environment. Furthermore, as the functional requirements for smart metering in
Ireland are to be “leading edge” a technology trial is seen as a key learning and
risk mitigation project.
As the technology trials are different than the customer behaviour trial, customers
who have their meters replaced in this trial by smart meters will continue to be
billed by their electricity supplier as normal and will not be put on new Smart
energy efficiency initiatives, such as time of use tariffs, like those customers
participating in the electricity CBTs.
ESB Networks have agreed plans with vendors for trialling of various
representative smart metering systems and communication technologies. These
communications technologies include - GPRS/3G, PLC, DLC & RF Mesh:
•

Distributed Line Carrier (DLC) trial (Using Meters and systems from
Sagem) – test infrastructure in place by June 2009 & currently being
tested. Meter installation set to begin August 2009 involving c.2,000
meters in Limerick & Ennis.

•

Radio Frequency (RF) 2.4GHz trial (Using meters and systems from
Trilliant/Iskraemeco) - set to begin Aug/Sept 2009 involving c.2,500
meters in Cork city & Bandon.

•

RF 868MHz trial (Using meters and systems from Elster/ Energy ICT) set to begin late 2009 in Dublin South & Wicklow.

•

Power Line Carrier (PLC) desk-top study underway (Aclara).

The technology trials will be concluded by mid-2010 & a findings report will be
produced by ESB Networks shortly afterwards. Smart metering functionality to be
trialled will include:
• Interval and time of use (ToU) Register Data
• kW and kVAr – import and export
• Events/Tamper Alarms
• Firmware Upgrades
• Outage Recording on Meter
• Basic Power Quality Monitoring
• Load Limiting, Variable settings
• Remote operation of switch embedded in meter
CER Information Paper 2: Smart Metering Project Phase 1 (CER/09/118)
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The CER’s initial analysis indicates that gas smart meters are most economic
when leveraging off an electricity smart metering infrastructure. CER has been
working with Bord Gáis Networks & ESB Networks to ensure any overlapping
gas smart metering technical trial requirements are included in the scope of the
technology trials outlined above.
Bord Gáis Networks will also conduct separate specific gas smart metering
technology trials – up to 500 gas smart meters will be installed for this.
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2.4 Prepayment
Smart Metering offers new opportunities for expanding & improving Prepayment
arrangements in the Irish electricity & gas markets. These opportunities are being
analysed with the objective of agreeing a Smart Metering Prepayment Market
Model. Summary of progress to date:
•

Smart Metering Prepayment functional requirements list compiled by gas &
electricity industries & two possible technical solutions have been identified
(“Thin meter” & “Thick meter”). Thick meter solution is proven but thin meter
solution is not.

•

Four potential vendors of “Thin meter” solution presented to Smart Metering
Prepayment Group – viability of conducting a proof of concept trial for such a
solution was confirmed.

•

High level Trial Proposal (“Thin Meter” solution proof of concept) approved by
the Smart Metering Steering Group.

•

Detailed trial requirements documents (including timeline & budget) currently
being prepared for development of prepayment “electronic purse” to be used
in thin meter proof of concept trial.
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2.5 Micro Generation
Smart Metering offers new opportunities for
expanding Micro Generation of electricity. These
opportunities will be explored as part of the Smart
Metering Project. A micro generation scheme was
launched in February 2009 through which up to
4,000 interval meters are being made available for
micro-generators (further details below). This
removes need for a smart meter specific pilot but
the Smart Metering Project will ensure required
import/export data is captured for analysis & input
into the Smart Metering Cost Benefit Analysis
(CBA).

2.5.1 Micro Generation Scheme
The metering requirements for micro generation
are now covered as part of a suite of measures announced by Minister Eamon
Ryan on 26 Feb 2009, the learning’s from which will then inform the development
of a long-term micro generation programme. Details of these measures are
outlined below:
•

Connection: An "Inform and Fit" connection policy has been introduced by
ESB Networks to reduce the length of time and complexity of the connection
process. Up to 4,000 interval meters are being made available by ESB
Networks over the next 3 years for Domestic micro generators – these meters
will be supplied & installed free of charge to domestic customers, including
farming households, who satisfy all the conditions of the Inform & Fit
application process.
o Further details on the connection process are available from ESB
Networks via:
www.esb.ie/esbnetworks/generator_connections/micro_gen_connectio
ns.jsp or at CallSave 1850 372 757.
o Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI) also has a guide explaining the
connection process:
www.sei.ie/Publications/Renewables_Publications/consumer_microge
n_brochure.pdf

•

Payment Scheme: ESB Customer Supply will offer an export payment of 9
cents per kWh for all excess electricity sent back to the grid. The 9cent tariff
will be valid for all units exported up to 30th September 2009, at which stage
ESB Customer Supply reviews the tariffs to apply for the following year. This
payment will be available to domestic customers of ESB Customer Supply –
refer to the Commission for Energy Regulation Decision Paper for further
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details (link below). As an initiative to support micro-generation, ESB will
provide an extra support payment of 10 cents per kWh for the first 3,000kWh
exported annually. This payment will be made to the first 4,000 microgenerators connected in the next 3 years and will be paid over a 5 year
period. This ESB support payment will be available to all electricity suppliers
who offer an export tariff for micro-generation. The supplier who buys
exported electricity from a micro-generator will also sell them their imported
electricity.
o Further information on the CER’s decision to approve the ESB
Customer Supply export tariff is available via this link:
www.cer.ie/en/electricity-retail-market-currentconsultations.aspx?article=6ade4dc2-3a1d-41b0-9081-57399705c278.
o ESB Customer Supply also have further information
www.esb.ie/esbcustomersupply/residential/energy_efficiency/micro_ge
neration_tariff.jsp or at Phone No: 1850 372 372 or email:
microgen@esb.ie
•

Grant assistance for R & D: This pilot study includes grant assistance for 40%
of the cost of 50 trial units (of up to 50kW) countrywide. Applications are
being accepted by Sustainable Energy Ireland. Those interested in the small
and micro-scale pilot field trials, contact: SEI at 01 8369080;
www.sei.ie/grants/microgenpilot or email microgen@sei.ie

•

Planning exemptions: The Department of Environment has made small scale
generation from low-carbon sources exempt from planning permission. The
Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources will continue
to work with the Department of Environment on planning issues surrounding
renewable energy installations.
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2.6 Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
Using information gathered via the different Trials conducted as part of the Smart
Metering Project Phase 1 & from other sources a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA)
will be developed to ascertain the costs & benefits that would be entailed in a full
national roll-out of Smart Metering in Ireland.
The CER have engaged the ESRI (Economic & Social Research
Institute) to develop the Smart Metering CBA with the CER. Highlevel timelines have agreed with the ESRI for delivery of an interim
CBA in September 2010 & a final CBA in March 2011.
Objective of the CBA is to estimate the payoff to society of each rollout option, compared to “no action” baseline. “Options” compared in the CBA will
be derived from electricity & gas trials findings & other sources.
All data from suppliers being analysed will be coded so as to protect customer
identification in line with Data Protection requirements.
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3 Smart Metering Project Phase 1 Timelines
High-Level timelines for the Smart Metering Project Phase 1 are depicted below:
2008
Q3 Q4
Initiation

Q1

2009
Q2 Q3

Q4

Q1

2010
Q2 Q3

Q4

2011
Q1 Q2

SG Sign‐off
Technology Trials
Technology Findings Report

Technology Trials

Electricity CBT
Implementation

Vendors Selected
CBT Meter Delivery & Testing
CBT Meter Rollout
CBT Smart Data Transfer
Recruitment
Customer Communications
Test Period

Benchmark

Gas CBT
Implementation

Vendors Selected
CBT Meter Testing & Rollout
CBT Smart Data Transfer
Recruitment
Customer Communications
Benchmark

Cost Benefit
Analysis (CBA)

CBT Findings
Report

Test Period
CBT Findings Report

Interim CBA
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4 Further Information
Other CER Publications relating to Smart Metering which may be of interest to
you are:
•
•
•
•

Smart Metering Project Phase 1 Information Paper (CER/09/024) – 6th
Feb 2009
Arrangements for Micro Generation Decision and Response to Comments
Received (CER/07/208) – 20th Nov 2007
Smart Metering - The Next Step in Implementation (CER/07/198) – 5th Nov
2007
Demand Side Management and Smart Metering Consultation Paper
(CER/07/038) - March 2007

For further information on the Smart Metering Project you can contact Gary
Martin at the Commission for Energy Regulation (e-mail: gmartin@cer.ie or tel.:
01-4000800).
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Appendix 1: Electricity CBT Recruitment Invite Letter
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Appendix 2: Electricity CBT Recruitment FAQ Leaflet
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